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a. slamp Fiorella Suspension Light £359 | b. Raw Xclusive Stag 
Cushion £39.95 | c. Copper Hurricane Lamp £49 | d. slamp 
Woody Floor Lamp £799

A hotel is no longer just a bed for the night, a 
quick stopover or a break in your journey - 
it has become an experience in itself. Hotels 

these days are often filled with glamourous sofas, 
dark decor and rich curtains, balanced gently with 
contemporary tones which not only bring the room 
to life but make you feel comfortable and somewhat 
spoilt.

We leave feeling special, invigorated, and maybe even 
a little inspired by the style. After a recent night away I 
decided to dedicate an area in the Farnham showroom 
to this theme by creating a boutique space filled with 
velvets, opulent wallpapers and coppery accents that 
would inspire you.

Now finished, the area feels grown-up, sophisticated 
and creates a ‘5 star’ luxurious space. We have used 
a mixture of colours as the ‘boutique’ theme doesn’t 
have to be restricted to dark tones. Damask inspired 
wallpapers and panelling flow throughout the area and 
sofas mingle with dining and living furniture to create 
the full experience.

Homes can have a mixture of styles; open plan living 
spaces naturally tend to be more modern and give you 
the flexibility of blending the kitchen and dining areas 
together. However, to escape today’s busy world, homes 
often need to have some separate areas that still allow 
you that personal space.

Start moving your living room into Spring whilst 
maintaining the comfort and warmth of Winter by 
pairing bold coloured accessories with soft, sumptuous 
velvets and a sofa you can snuggle into. Of course, 
you cannot be expected to change your sofa with the 
season, but an elegantly glamourous sofa such as the 
Elise in a natural hue can be easily dressed to suit every 
interior trend.

Gone are the days when artificial plants were a bit of an 
eyesore - more often we are finding beautifully crafted 
foliage to help soften your home without the hassle 
of nurturing indoor plants. Here we have dressed the 
coffee table with delicate lifelike potted lavender to 
help create a subtle yet effective focal point.

Vale Furnishers has been helping people create their 
own perfect interior for 55 years, and now with two 
showrooms offering different products in each, we feel 
confident that we can help you find your ideal look.

Creating your perfect interior isn’t just about the 
furniture, the rugs, lamps and accessories are what 
makes your house a home. We source from all over 
the globe to find interesting and unusual pieces that 
you will not find in every high street shop. 

Lighting plays a large role when creating your perfect 
interior. We have just started to work with SLAMP, an 
Italian lighting brand new to the UK, they offer a wide 
range of table and floor lamps with most collections 
also featuring wall and ceiling lights to help complete 
the look.

Allow our showroom to inspire you and give you both 
the support and confidence you need to create your 
own idyllic living space. Visit us in store or online at 
www.valeinteriors-surrey.co.uk

Style & 
Selection

1. Flamingo Canvas £139 | 2. Gold Faceted Mirror £399 | 3. Pedestal Urn Lamp with Linen Shade £339 | 4. Savile Folding Bar Unit 
£1599 | 5. Clear Occasional Lamp Table £729 | 6. Clear Occasional Coffee Table £899 | 7. Lifelike Lavender Plant £39 | 8. Gold Pineapple 
Bookends £55 | 9. Louis De Poortere Rug from £255 | 10. Elise Love Seat £1799 |11. Elise Extra Large Sofa £2699 | 12. Roman Urn £195
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